Hiring a
Virtual
Assistant

An E-Guide

Why in the World
Would You Need One?

To free up time so that you can focus on the things that you
need to focus on.
To bring onboard outside expertise, that you may not have
time or the resources to do yourself.
To reduce your current workload, and be able to get more
things done in the week, and hence improve and add to
your current productivity.
Allow you to have more leisure and free time to yourself, so
you can create a healthier and better work/life balance.

Financial stability is important when
bringing on a Virtual Assistant.
This is especially important if you
want to bring someone onto your
core team in the long-term. There's
nothing worse than building a working
relationship and having to drop
someone because you have run out of
funds.

Having a set budget for a Virtual
Assistant is important, whether you
want to hire someone short-term
or long -term. Nothing is more
awkward than coming up short or
stopping a project halfway through.
It's good sense and good etiquette
to have your ducks in a row before
hiring out.

Financial Stability
& Budget

When it comes to hiring someone to add to your
team, we must think about our business
dynamic and whether that person and their
personality would fit in well with the existing
framework.
Do they share your ethos, values and work
ethic?
If you like to get things done, on time and
efficiently - would you want someone who is too
relaxed, doesn't believe in deadlines and likes to
be super flexible?

Skillset & Personality
Similarly, if you are relaxed in your approach
to work and like to work with the mentality of
"work will get done anyway" and letting the day
unfold naturally without set time limits, would
you want someone who is strict, stern and set
in their ways?
Finding someone who matches your overall
approach to work is essential to the overall
synergy and productivity and flow of your
business and output.

There are a whole plethora of Virtual
Assistants out there. Many can do a lot of the
general tasks a business needs but there are
specialised Virtual Assistant's too (like myself),
who can take over the more complex tasks that
a business might require.

Skillset & Personality
You also have to think also about their skill-set and
whether they have what you need!

Make a list of possible tasks to outsource to your
Virtual Assistant.
Be as detailed as you can with what you need,
and the time-frame that you'd like it to be done
in (be realistic about this, especially when
considering design and more specialist tasks).
How many hours will the tasks take overall?

Expectations Vs.
Reality.
Communication is vital.
Being clear on what exactly you need to outsource
and what you want to keep control of, is
important.
What do you need your Virtual Assistant to do
for you?
What kinds of tasks do you need them to do?
What account information will you have to give
them access to?
You also have to consider how much time to give
your Virtual Assistants to understand any project
briefings, how long things will take to complete
and any differences in timezones too. Some VAs
are very flexible and are able to work with clients
from many different timezones.

Expectations Vs.
Reality.

Other things to consider ...
Make a list of possible tasks to outsource to
your Virtual Assistant.
Be as detailed as you can with what you
need, and the time-frame that you'd like it
to be done in (be realistic about this,
especially when considering design and more
specialist tasks).
How many hours will the tasks take overall?

Wonderfully Mei Designs
Wonderfully Mei Designs offers many different
services for different business needs.

Here is an overview of what I can offer;

Design & Layout
Marketing
Writing Services
General Administrative Tasks
Client Response and Technical Support

E-mail me at; wonderfullymei10@gmail.com

If you are interested in talking about working
with me, book a consultation below.
BOOK a CONSULTATION HERE

